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:
include alpha helices and pleated sheets, which are
stabilised by hydrogen bonding. The final three
dimensional (3-D) structure of proteins which results
from a large number of
non-covalent interaction
between amino acids. The quaternary structure arises
from non-covalent interaction that binds multiple
polypeptide into a single larger protein.
Even though proteins can be imagined to be linear
chain of amino acid, they are not present as linear
chains in reality. They fold into complex three
dimensional (3-D) structures forming weak noncovalent bond between their own atoms. It is this
folding ability that enable them to perform extreme
specific functions. The information necessary to
specify the three dimensional (3-D) shape of proteins
is contained in its amino acid sequence. [2]

Abstract— A technique for detection of characteristic
frequency in proteins using power spectral density is described.
The vast majority of proteins binds to other proteins at some time
in their existence in order to perform various functions.
Characteristic frequency is of utmost importance since it forms
the basis for protein-target interaction, both protein and target
must share common characteristic frequency for successful
binding, thus an approach for identification of characteristic
frequency using power spectral density (PSD) has been
illustrated in this paper.
Keywords—proteins, characteristic frequency, consensus
spectrum, power spectrum density (PSD), electron-ion interaction
potential (EIIP) , resonant recognition model (RRM).

I.

INTRODUCTION

The word protein comes from Greek language
(prota) which means “of primary importance”. This
name was introduced by Jons Jakob Berzelius in 1838.
Proteins are the probably the most important class of
biochemical molecules. Proteins are basis for the
major structural components of animals and human
tissue. Proteins are the building blocks of life and are
essential for growth of cells and tissue repair. Protein
is natural polymer molecule consisting of amino acid
unit. All proteins are made up of different
combination of 20 compound called amino acids.
Depending upon which amino acid link together
proteins molecules form enzymes, hormones, muscles,
organs and many tissues in the body.

II.

POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY (PSD)

Power spectral density shows the strength of
variation (energy) as a function of frequency. In
other words it shows at which frequency variations are
strong and at which frequency variations are weak.
Power spectral density describes how power of signal
or time series is distributed with signal. PSD is very
useful tool if you want to identify oscillatory signal in
your time series data and want to know their
amplitude. PSD is defined in terms of amplitude
squared per hertz and thus is proportional to power
delivered by signal in one-hertz band.

Proteins are polymers of amino acid joined
together by peptide bond. There are 20 different
amino acids that make up essentially all the proteins
on earth. An amino acid consists of a carboxylic acid
group, an amino group and a variable side chain all
attached to central carbon atom (also called α
carbon). The side chain is the only component that
varies from one amino acid to another. Thus the
characteristic that distinguish one amino acid from
another is its unique side chain that dictates an amino
acid chemical property. [1]

Computing PSD is done by computing
autocorrelation function and then transforming it.
Power spectral density or periodogram method is
carried out by dividing the time signal into successive
blocks and averaging the squared magnitude DFT’s of
signal block. Power spectral density for a sequence
[x1,x2,…..xn] is given by formula

S

=

∑

(1)

Biologists distinguish four level of organization in
structure
of proteins. Primary structure is linear
arrangement of amino acids in a protein and the
location of covalent linkages such as disulfide bond
between amino acid. Secondary structure consists of
area of folding or coiling within a protein, examples

w is in unit of radians per sample,
n is length of signal,
N is number of points in FFT.
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With help of power spectral density we can obtain
energy within a specific frequency range by
integrating power spectral density within that range.
PSD tells us at which frequency range variations are
strong.
III.

where the number of valance electron of the i-th
component of each amino acid and N is total number
of atoms in amino acid.
The EIIP value for 20 different amino acid is listed
in Table 1.Thus each and every amino acid in
sequence can be represented by a unique number.
Now digital signal processing algorithms or tools can
be applied to the obtained numerical series.

RESONANT RECOGNITION MODEL

Proteins perform their biological function by
interacting with other molecule known as target.
These interactions are very selective in nature. The
specificity of the interaction is by unique three
dimensional (3-D) structure of protein molecules.
These locations are known as active sites. For a
successful protein-target interaction both protein and
target must share the same characteristic frequency
but have opposite phase. This corresponds to the fact
that a peak in energy distribution
periodicity of
protein molecule must be matched with a
corresponding trough in energy distribution
periodicity of target molecule and vice-versa. This
matching of energy distribution periodicity resembles
resonance and hence characteristic frequency is said to
provide resonant recognition model (RRM) [9], [12],
[15]. Based on resonant recognition model we can
predict whether a particular protein will interact with
arbitrary target molecule by examining whether or not
the protein and target share a common characteristic
frequency.
IV.

TABLE 1
EIIP VALUES FOR 20 AMINO ACIDS

Amino acid
Leucine
Isoleucine
Asparagine
Glycine
Valine
Glutamic acid
Proline
Histidine
Lysine
Alanine
V.

ELECTRON ION INTERACTION POTENTIAL

= 0.25Z sin(π 1.04Z) /(2π)

Where q is change of momentum k of the delocalized
electron in the interaction with w, while
(3)

Z

=

(

∑

)

Tyrosine
Tryptophan
Glutamine
Methionine
Serine
Cysteine
Threoinine
Phenylalanine
Arginine
Aspartic acid

EIIP
value
0.0516
0.0548
0.0761
0.0823
0.0829
0.0829
0.0941
0.0946
0.0959
0.1263

DETERMINATION OF CHARACTERISTIC
FREQUENCY

The first step for determination of characteristic
frequency is selecting a protein functional group of
interest. The number of proteins in a functional group
may vary from case to case, suppose that we have M
number of protein sequence in a functional group. The
common characteristic frequency of a functional
group of M proteins can be determined by first
calculating the power spectral density (PSD) of all M
proteins individually and then multiplying them in
order to obtain consensus spectrum of group. The
consensus spectrum of group has a peak at
characteristic frequency. The number of protein
sequence M required for a typical consensus spectrum
varies from case to case. A sufficient number of
protein sequences should be used to achieve a distinct
peak at characteristic frequency in the consensus
spectrum. Initially a set of two proteins sequence may
be tried. If there is an ambiguity (there are several
similar peaks in consensus spectrum), then one or
more protein sequence from functional group of
interest may be included in computation of consensus
spectrum.

The EIIP values for each amino acid was
calculated using the following general model of
pseudo potential [14]
| |

Amino acid

Previous successful attempts have been made for
determination of characteristic frequency using fast
Fourier transform (FFT) [7], [16]; here we propose a
similar approach using power spectral density.

Proteins are made of 20 amino acids and each
amino acid is represented by a distinct alphabet, thus
proteins can be represented by a character sequence.
For the application of digital signal processing (DSP)
to proteins, the protein character sequence needed to
be mapped onto numerical sequences. The choice of
numerals is base on some physical property that is
relevant to biological function of amino acid. A
successful attempt to assign numerical values to
amino acid was made [3], [7] where each amino acid
is assigned a numerical value called its electron-ion
interaction potential (EIIP). The electron-ion
interaction potential of amino acid is physical property
denoting the average energy of valence electrons [8]
in the amino acids and is known to co-relate well with
proteins biological properties.

(2)

EIIP
value
0.0000
0.0000
0.0036
0.0050
0.0057
0.0058
0.0198
0.0242
0.0371
0.0373

VI.

/N

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
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To dem
monstrate the power
p
of propposed approachh
we show three distinct examples. Wee have chosenn
following protein
p
sequen
nces.
(1) Cytochrome C proteins.
p
(2) Lyysozyme proteeins.
Cytochrom
me C is a sm
mall
heme protein foundd
loosely
associated
d with thee inner membrane
m
off
mitochonddrion. Cytochroome C is prim
marily known ass
electron carrying
c
mitochondrial
m
protein. Thee
transition of
o cytochrome C

Example
number

Protein
name

Sequence
length

No. of
seqs.
used

Charracteristic
frequ
uency

1

Tuna
cytochrome
C
Hen eggwhite
lysozyme

104

4

0.47227

147

5

0.32555

2

A.

between th
he ferrous and
d ferric state within
w
the cell
makes it an
a efficient biiological electron-transporterr
and it play
ys a vital role in cellular oxiidation in bothh
plants and
d animals. Itt is generallyy regarded ass
universal catalyst
c
of resppiration forminng an essentiaal
electron-brridge between the respirable substance andd
oxygen.
Lysozym
me, enzyme fo
ound in secrettions (tears) off
lacrimal glland of animals and in nasal mucus, gastricc
secretions, and egg whitee. Discovered in 1921 by Sirr
Alaxander Fleming, lysozyme catalyze thee
breakdownn of certain carrbohydrates fouund in cell wall
of certain bacteria
b
(eg. co
olic).

Tunna Cytochromee C

Figure 1(a)

We haave used fouur protein sequences
s
forr
cytochrom
me C and fiive proteins sequence forr
lysozyme. The prelimiinary details pertaining too
protein exaamples are shown in table 2.
VII.

RESULTS AND DISCUSS
SIONS

e
the characteristic frequency wass
For each examples,
determinedd from the consensus spectrum off
sufficiently
y large set of protein sequen
nces belongingg
to same fuunctional groupp as the proteiin sequence off
interest. The number off proteins sequuences used too
determine characteristic frequency
f
is shown in tablee
2.

Figure 1(b)

Figure 1(a)
1
shows thee graphical rep
presentation off
correspondding numericaal sequences obtained byy
replacing each
e
amino accid with its EIIP
E
values forr
cytochrom
me C tuna heart protein.
Figure 1(b)
1
shows th
he power specttral density off
cytochrom
me C tuna heaart protein. Thhere are manyy
peaks hennce it is impo
ossible to cleaarly determinee
characterisstic frequency.
Figure 1(c) shows thhe consensus spectrum forr
me C functionaal group using fast Fourierr
cytochrom
transform (FFT)
(
approachh.
Figure 1(d) shows thhe consensus spectrum forr
me C functionaal group using power spectraal
cytochrom
density.
TABLE 2
P
PROTEINS
DE
ETAIL S FOR EXAMPLES

Figgure 1 (c)
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F
Figure 2(b)

Figure 1(d)
u
PSD. Thee
Consensus spectrum of cyytochrome C using
peak corressponds to chaaracteristic freqquency.
B.

Henn egg-white lyssozyme

Figure 2(a) shows thee graphical reppresentation off
correspondding numericaal sequences obtained byy
replacing each
e
amino accid with its EIIP
E
values forr
hen egg-whhite lysozyme..
Figure 2(b) shows thhe power specctral density off
hen egg-whhite lysozyme.. There are manny peaks hencee
it is impo
ossible to cleaarly determinee characteristicc
frequency.
Figure 2 (c)

Figure 2(c) shows the
t
consensus spectrum forr
lysozyme functional group
g
using fast Fourierr
transform (FFT)
(
approachh.
Figure 2(d) shows the
t
consensus spectrum forr
lysozyme functional grroup using power
p
spectraal
density. The distinct peak corresponds too
characterisstic frequency.

Figure 2 (d))
o lysozyme using
u
PSD. Thhe
Consensuus spectrum of
peak corrresponds to chharacteristic freequency.
VIII.
Figure 2(a)

CONCLUSION

o characteristtic
An apprroach for dettermination of
frequency
y has been prroposed using power spectrral
density (PSD). A significant peak
p
exists at
characterristic frequenccy for bioloogically relateed
protein sequence whhich can be obtained froom
u
a numbber of proteinns
consensuus spectrum using
sequencees from same functional grroup. The peaak
corresponnds to characteeristic frequenccy and only onne
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peak exists for a group of protein sequences sharing
same biological functions.
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